Oriented
ATLAS:A Unit-Under-Test
Languagefor AutomaticTest Systems
An engineercan write testproceduresin ATLASwithout
detailedknowledgeof the systemthat will do the fesfing.
HP'snew ATLAScompileris the firstcomprehensive
of whatis iast becominga world-wide
implementation
standardtestlanguage.
by William R. Finch and Robert B. Grady

A TLAS is an English-like languagefor writing test
-4. procedures for electronic equipment. It is designed to be easily understood by programmers, engineers, and technicians, and its syntax (grammar)
is well structured to guarantee an unambiguous
description of the test procedure, one that can be
translated by a computer into instructions that control automatic test equipment.
ATLAS is an acronym for Abbreviated Test Languagefor Avionics Systems.Originally designed, as
its name implies, for testing avionics equipment, it is
fast becoming a world-wide standard language for
general-purposeautomatic testing. The official standard for the language is maintained by Aeronautical
Radio Incorporated (ARINC). Hewlett-Packard has
participated in the standardizationeffort since 1970.
HP ATLAS
HP ATLAS is a new compiling system designed
to run on HP 9500 Series Automatic Test Systems.
The principal programming language for these
systemshas always been a form of interactive BASIC,
now evolved to a high level of specialization for control of automatic test systemsand called ATS BASIC.
HP ATLAS is a higher-levellanguagethan ATS BASIC
in much the same way that FORTRAN and COBOL
are higher-level languagesthan assembly language.
Where the ATS BASIC programmer must specify in
detail how to set up individual test instruments and
route signals, the ATLAS programmer need only be
concerned with the requirements of the unit under
test (UUT). ATLAS test proceduresare independent
of the specific automatictest systemthat will perform
the tests. An ATLAS test procedure for a particular
UUT can be employed by many users who may have
different system configurations. Clearly this makes it
much easierto solve applications software problems
that are common to severalusers.and this is one of the
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principal reasonsfor implementing ATLAS on 9500
Series Systems.
The HP ATLAS Compiler analyzestest procedures
written in ATLAS and generatessegmented test
programs in ATS BASIC. It can produce ATLAS
listings or mixed listings with ATLAS and ATS
BASIC statementsproperly interleaved to aid in program debugging. Subroutineswritten in ATS BASIC,

Cover: Test procedures
for Hewlett-Packard9500Series Automatic fest Systems like this Model 9510D
can now be writtenin ATLAS
(Automatic Test Language
for Avionics Sysfems), a
high-level language that
relieves the fesf procedure
writer of the need for detailed knowledge of the
/est sysfem. An ATLAStest procedure for a particular unit under fesf can be run on any 9500
sysfem capable of executing it, regardless of
the precise sysfern configuration.
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FORTRAN, or assemblylanguagemay be called from
HP ATLAS,
HP ATLAS is compatible with and meets the standards of ARINC ATLAS 476-70.It is the first implementation of a comprehensivesubset of this official
standard and is not just a highly adapted pseudoATLAS. Becauseit is unit-under-test-oriented,
electronics and avionics suppliers can use ARINCATlAS-compliant procedures on HP 9500 Series
Systemswith a minimum of program rewriting and
personnelretraining.
Introductionto ATLAS
An example of an ATLAS statement is:

preceding each statement. The statement can continue on separatelines at any point exceptwhere ending the line would split a word. The symbol g is the
statement terminator. The HP ATLAS implementation doesnot require commasas separators,although
at least one space between words is required where
the ARINC specification requires a spaceor comma.
Other ATLAS statements,called procedure-oriented statements,are used to analyze and output test
results and control the execution sequenceof a test
procedure.Theseinclude facilities for variableassignments, mathematical calculations, branching, looping, block structure, test operator interaction, and
other program control functions similar to other high-

APPLY. DC SIGNAL.
VOLTAGE 10 V ERRLMT +_0.1 V,
cNx Hr l4-1 Lo 13$

The English equivalent of this statement is: apply
10 -f 0.1.Vdc between UUT pins f4-1 and f 3. In this example, Apply defines what to do with the signal, the
phrase DC SIGNAL,vOLTAGE10 v ERRLMT+-0.1 v desscribes the type and characteristics of the applied
signal, and cxx HI l4-1Lo J3names the UUT input connections.
Another example of an ATLAS statement is:
(FREQERRLMT+_O.OO2
MEASURE,
MHZ),AC SIGNAL,
FREQRANGE4MHZ TO 6 MHZ,
VOLTAGERANGE1 V TO 1.5V.
cNX HI l1-1LO l1-2$
The words MEASURE(FREe) describe the required
action, AC SIGNAL specifies the type of signal, the
characteristics for frequency and voltage provide
the signal description, and the cNx field specifies
the UUT output pins. This statement defines the test
function as: measure the frequency, with required measurement accuracy of -10.002 MHz, of an ac signal having expected amplitude and frequency characteristics of 1 to 1.5 Vac at 4 to 6 MHz present at
UUT output connector pins J1-1 and ll.-2.
The first example above is classified as a sourcetype ATLAS signal-oriented statement. The statements in this class provide the stimulus function.
The second example is a sensor-type ATLAS signaloriented statement. These provide the response measurement function. A sequence of ATLAS statements
must describe the test procedure in sufficient detail
to allow the HP ATLAS Compiler to generate an executable program for an automatic test system. The
readability of ATLAS statements makes it possible for
the same test procedure to be performed manually
using bench instruments.
ATLAS uses commas to separate fields within a
statement. There will usuallv be statement numbers

representsthe flag and statementnumberfields,whichare
alwaysoptionalin HP ATLAS.
- -l
L _ _l

representsa subdiagram.Any ot the legal combinations
shown in a subdiagramare legalin the contexlwherethe
dashedbox is usod.
representsa branch. Any one ol the paths can be used to
torm a legal statement.

{}

representsa loop,andthe partof the graphshownwithinits
bounds can be repeated as many times as necessary.

fl
@

indicatesthat a branchcan be taken which omits a keyword,
and the keywordwill be reconstructedon the HP Preferred
Listing.
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Fig. 1. A syntaxdiagramfor a cntcuure statement,a typical
ATLASprocedure oriented statement. Syntaxdiagrams specify the rules for constructing all the legal forms of ATLAS
stalements.

level computer languages.The complete list of HP
ATLAS verbs, nouns, and modifiers is given in the
table on page 72.
ATLAS statementshave many optional forms. The
rules for constructing them are specified by syntax
diagrams, such as that shown in Fig. 1 for the verb
CALCULATE,

AutomaticResourceAllocation
Now let's examine a typical ATLAS statementto
understand what the ATLAS compiler is required to
do.

adapter/interface,and the ability to selectsignal paths
from the connectionsf1-15 and ff-fO on the UUT
to pins HI and LO on the measurementinstrument.
Combining all of theseconceptstogetherinto a single high-level language statement and taking into
account parallel signal activity demands considerable intelligence for a compiler, and the processesit
must perform are called automatic resource allocation. It is this capability of the HP ATLAS Compiler
that makesit possibleto program a test without specific reference to the svstem instrumentation and
switching hardware.

Two ProcessorsAld Compiler
To translate the signal-oriented statements of an
ATLAS test procedure into an ATS BASIC program,
the compiler requirestwo kinds of information in addition to the test procedure(seeFig. 2). First, the caFirst of all, Irln,tsunEimplies that one or more inpabilities and method of programming the instrustruments must measure some electronic or nonelectronic signal characteristic or event. Compare mentation and switching hardware of the target automatic test systemmustbe known. Second,the characsuch a verb with the FORTRAN verb READ,and you
can seethat both expect a result from a device exter- teristics of the interface between the target system
nal to the computer. But where a FORTRAN READ and the specific unit under test must be known. HP
implies
ATLAS provides two processorsthat accept this inrepresents simply a data transfer, MEASURE
formation in high-level languagesand automatically
additional setups and adjustments to potentially
translate it into a form that can be used by the HP
complex instrumentation.
Dc stcNal and volracn MAx 10v provide enough ATLAS Compiler. Fig. 3 shows the processor/cominformation to determine what instruments in a sys- piler relationship.
The ATE Processoracceptsdescriptions of instrutem can perform the measurement.This implies a
ments, relays, interface panels, internal wiring, and
choice among a variety of instruments, especially in
methods of programming, all in a languagevery simithe simple casein our example of a low-level dc sigIar to ATLAS (seeFig. a). Its output consists of data
nal. The cNx field implies knowledge of all switchfiles
that model the system's interface, switching,
ing and wiring in the complete test system and
MEASURE (VOLTAGE), DC SIGNAL,
VOLTAGE MAX 1OV,
cNx HI J1-15LO J1-10 $

Porlphorals
Fig. 2. A typical automalic test
system configuration showing the
relationship between parts of an
ATLASstatementand parts of the
sysfem. The compiler must be given information about the system
so it can automatically allocate
system resources to execute the
ATLASprogram.

L f,r*,""l
Intormation

(VOLTAGE),
MEASURE,
DCSTGNAL,
VOLTAGE
MAXlOOO
MV

I

c N x H tJ 1 - 1 5L OJ 1 - 1 0

Automatic Teat Equlpmnt (ATE)

Adapter/lnterfaca (AJl)

Unlt Under T$t (UUT)

Devlco Models and ilacro

Flg.3. TheHPATLASCompilerhasfivephasesandmakesuseofinformationfromtwoauxiliary
processors. The ATE Processor accepfs a description of systern capabilities (supplied with
each HP 9500 Sen'esSysfem/ and generatesdisc f/es for the All Processorand the HP ATLAS
Compiler. TheAll Processoraccepts a user-written descriptionof the adapterlinterface between
the system and the unit under test (UUT), integrates the description with the system switching
and wiing model supplied by the AfE Processor, and generates dlsc files for the HP ATLAS
Compiler. The compiler uses the apqopriate ATEand All files to translatelJlJT-oriented ATLAS
test procedures to sysfem-oriented ATS BASIC test programs.

and instrument capabilities and the method of programming the system. The information required by
the ATE Processoris supplied with HP 9500 Systems.
The Adapter/Interface(AA) Processoracceptsa description of the connectionsbetween the test system

and the UUT (seeFig. ). Its output consists of data
files that are a compositemodel of the systemswitching capabilities and all the interconnections within
the system and between the system interface and the
UUT interface.

ATLAS Source
APFLYT AC SIGNALT FftE!
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ATE Source
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DEFINE, rxts33208', DEVICE

s

cs

S P E CI F Yr C O NT A C T S T

OUTPUl.HI
OUTPUT-LO !

SPECTFYT SOUFCtT
SIGNAL,
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FREA KANGE

cs

I.3MhZ TO I3ilhz FY IKXZ
ERRLiT 1-t.3(hZ
l3bxaz 10 t299.9,1HL BY O.l(HZ
ERKLilT +-I3OhZ
I3KAZ T0 t29.99XXZ BY 0.01{HZ
ERRLMT +- I 3XZ
1.3(HZ T0 12.999KhZ 8l b.OAl(rr.
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f30hz T01299,9H4 BY 0.lHZ
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l3xz T0 129.99h2 BY b.OlRl,
ERRLtlT +-0.Or3X4
o.ootqz 70 12.999H2 BY g.gol\z
ERRLilT +-0.9013t{Z
l00nv To 5000MV BY toMv
VOLTAGE RANGE
ERRLffT I-26OilV
0.0sMv To l00trv 8r toMv
ERRLilT .- I06I
Ov lO 0.05il\i BY IOMV
ERRLTT +- IOO'
5S OXil
tr{P
HI
OUTPU'.HI
cNx
LO
OUTPUT-LO !
DEFtNE,SETUPrOPEN,xaCRO s
T A C V S V( r P l ' r l 0 r 0 . l ) F A I L T I N V O X E ( 6 4 )
3
E N D T S E T U P , O P E N T T A C R Os
D E F I N E T C L O S E T i . I A C R 03
.acvsv (.Pl r, r+FR80.,.+voLrA')FAlLrlNvol(E(64t
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END,CLOSE,xACRO 3
SIIICH
DEFINE, 'HP25000X'r
r
SPECtFY, RELAYS K( I,32)
POLES
I t
ARM
,
IN
IHROI
OUT

DeviceTemplate: For a singlelunctionof a device,
describes performance criteria, connection points,
a n d t r a n s l a t i o n i n l o r m a t i o n .I n f o r m a t i o ni n a
template is independentof system conliguration,
and is tied into a specific system by a DEcLARArloN.

s

S

s

3
S
DEFINE, CONNECT, trACRO
.SSLSR ( t, rPl')FAlLt lNVo(E( 6a)
END, CONNECT, MACRO

Switch Template: Specifies relay type, how many
relays per template,names of all associatedpins
(offsetfrom address0), and translationintormation.

DEFINE, DISCONNECT, MACR0 J
rssLsR (0, rPl ')FAlLr lNvoxE( 64)
3
ENDr DISCONNECTT ilACRO

s

.3
3
END, 'XP25OOOH', sh|TCX
-----------------'-C --------'-':D E C L A R EI S I G . G E N ' D E V I C E
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A/rsource
cNx

Declarations:Declaresunit number(or relaynumbers)and systemuniquenamesfor eachinstanceof
in a System.
a DEVTCE
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Wire List: From/towire list of completesystem.

j
l,

wirelistof UUTto interface
on *,r" List: From/to
Paner.
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ATLAS Source with BASIC Output
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lgOgOO APPLIT AC SIGNAL, FREf/ 16 XHZ, VoLTAGE . 5 V ,
a l O A C V S V( l r l O e O ' l ) F A t L T I N V O ( E ( 6 4 )
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Setup Macro
Connect Macro
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showingrelationshipswithATLAS
Fig.4. SamplesofinputcodefortheATEandAl/Processors
sourcecode and the equivalentATSBASICoutput.Arrowsat the left showhow the ATLASCom'
piler comparessi.gnalcharacteristlcswlth device capabrlittes.Arrowsat the right show how the
compiler traces signal pathsbetween a device and the unit under test.
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Three Compiler Modes
The HP ATLAS Compiler uses the data produced
by the ATE and A/I Processors to select instruments
and switching hardware and to generate signaloriented object code. The compiler can be operated
in any of three primary modes.
For an initial check of an ATLAS test procedure,
the compiler can be operated with neither the target
system nor the adapter/interface defined. The compiler performs a considerable amount of analysis on
the procedure's syntactic correctness and signal requirements. Operating in this mode, the compiler is
really a test procedure analyzer, since it generatesno
object code. The signal requirements cross reference
and diagnostic information that are produced are,
however, of considerable value during test procedure
development.
If an ATLAS test procedure is compiled for a specific target system, but the adapter/interface is not defined, additional analysis is performed to determine the
degree of compatibility between the signal requirements in the test procedure and the available instrumentation in the system description. The output, a
signal requirements/device cross reference and diagnostic summary, reflects this compatibility. Operating the compiler in this mode, the user can determine
whether or not the target system can perform the test
procedure as written, and can determine the systemto-UUT interconnections that are required.
If an ATLAS test procedure is compiled with a defined system and adapter/interface, the compiler will
generate the appropriate ATS BASIC program for performing the test procedure.
Compiler Functional Description
The HP ATLAS Compiler is organized into five
phases, each of which performs a group of related
operations that contribute to the overall translation
process (Fig. 3). In general, these subprocessesoperate on the internal representation of the ATLAS test
procedure, often in conjunction with data from the
A/I Processor,the ATE Processor,and the earlier compiler phases. Each subprocess either modifies the internal representation of the test procedure, thus contributing directly to the translation process, extracts
and processes related information from the test procedure, thus contributing indirectly to the translation
process, or formats information for the purpose of
generating printed listings.
Phase I
The primary purpose of the first phase is to process
compiler commands and to detect and identify test
procedure errors in word construction, required
punctuation, statement composition, or statement
grouping. Some compiler commands have an imme-

diate effect, directing phase I to obtain source code
from particular input devices or disc files, or causing
source listings or files to be generated. Other commands that affect later processes are noted for future
reference.
The test procedure is input in the form of an ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) character stream from disc files, input devices, or the operator's console keyboard. Input characters are grouped together to form syntactic units.
The compiler replaces each unique syntactic unit by
a unique number, called a token, to facilitate efficient
processing. The various syntactic units, such as ATLAS keywords (or abbreviations: the compiler requires only three or more leading characters of a keyword that uniquely identify it), punctuation, numeric
constants, variable names, UUT pin names, and so
on, are assigned token values in numeric groupings
or ranges so the type of syntactic unit can be easily
identified by the range of the token value. For example, verbs are assigned token values between
100 and 165.
The resulting token stream is then compared with
acceptable ATLAS syntactic forms. During this process, omissions of certain parts of strict ARINC ATLAS syntax, considered optional in HP ATLAS, are
detected and the missing tokens are inserted into the
token stream for conformity to ARINC ATLAS. Statement numbers, commas, and some keywords fall into
this category. If required, the statements are renumbered to comply with the ARINC requirement for increasing statement numbers. In addition to statement syntax checking, syntactic requirements that
apply to the relationships between two or more statements, or to the test procedure in general, are verified. A listing of the test procedure in preferred
ARINC ATLAS format is then generated (see Fig. 5).
This listing includes full spellings, punctuation, and
block indentations.
Phase ll
The second compiler phase translates all procedural statements (non-signal-oriented statements) into
an intermediate form called primitive code. This primitive code is independent of any particular object code, but is easily translated into any lowerlevel language. The translation of procedural statements is quite conventional in many respects, and a
detailed discussion will not be given. One unusual
aspect of the translation, however, is that ATLAS
pRocEDUREsare expanded "in-line" each time they
are called by a rnnFonM statement, instead of being
expanded once and thereafter treated as subroutines
to be invoked by eEnroRM statements. This is necessary for two reasons. One is that UUT pins may be
used as procedure parameters. If the procedures were

SLIST AASIC
agooog BectN, ATLAs PRoGMM '49540-900t1'S
OI DEFINE, 'INPUT"
SOURCE !
'VOUT'(5},
02 DECLARE, DECIMAL, LIST,
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"
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.sa5,
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.o13, .o91,
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TEST PROCEDURE--------c --------BEGIN
c3
95 FOA 'INDEX'=l
THRU 5, THEN s
ADJUST, AC SIGNAL,
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08

09

cs

3

V O L T A G"E . I O V '
FREO RANGE 50 KAZ TO 260 XHZ B\ I XHZ RATE IO (HZ
/ sEC,
L0 J3!
cNx xt J4-t
TO REACA, (VOLTAGE), AC SIGNAL,
N O M I V O U T ' ( ' t N D E i ' ' V U L ' U L I M ' ( ' I N D E XI ) V L L
ILLlH.( |lNDEX.} v,
VOLTAGE FANGE O V TO .I2 V,
cNx H! J4-8 L0 J35
M E A S U R E ,( F R E E I N T O ' F R E O t ( ' T N D E I ' ) ) ,
VOLTAGE .I9
V,
FREO KANGE 50 KHZ TO 2OO ABZ'
LO J3!
cNx hI J4-r
END, FOR S

AC STGNAL,

(I
IO RECORD, 'FREQ"
THRU 5) TO EXTERNAL IDIOO9IS
tr FlNlsH 3
ATLAS PROGRAI g
I2 IERilINATE,

Flg.5. Typical ATLASprogram listingin preferred ARINCformat, produced by compiler phase l. Extenslons to ARINC
ATLASare flagged by an EX in the righthand column.

treated as subroutines, the UUT pin parameters
would have to be treated as variableswithin the procedures.Becausesignal switching is decidedat compile time, implementation of UUT pin variables is
not possible. Second, signal-oriented statements
must be considered with respect to all other signals
that are active concurrently when allocation of system resourcesis done automatically. Becausethe signal activity context may differ between one PERFoRMANCEof a pnocunuREand another, the same signaloriented statement may translate differently in different instances.
At the conclusion of phase II, alphabetized cross
reference listings of user-defined symbolic labels
and UUT pin namesare generatedif activatedby the
LBLcommand.
$XREF
Phaselll
The third compiler phase does a detailed analysis
of the signal activity that wiII be present at the UUT/
system interface throughout the performance of the
test procedure.This analysisresults in a highly struc-

Minimizing Test Program
Expenses
The benefitsof automatictest equipmentare well known,the
principalones being faster,more repeatabletestingeven with
relativelyunskilledoperators.
However,test programpreparationcan be expensive.There
are many hiddencosts. Earlyin the design phaseof HP ATLAS
every aspect of that expensewas examinednot only to maximize
the value of the final product, but also to minimizethe develoomentcost.
The mostvisibleelementof a systemexpenditureis the hardware environmentin which the compiler and output programs
operate. HP ATLAS operates on HP 9500 Series Automatic
Test Systems.Thus computer and peripheral expenses are
levelswhileadditionalprocessingpower
heldto minicomputer
is providedby usinga disc operatingsystemfor compilations.
The compiler is flexibleenough to operatewithindifferentconfigurationsand to compile programsfor executionon various
test stationconfigurations.
A second test preparation expenditure is UUT/system
adapter costs and the associatedcosts of integratingspecial
hardwareand switchingintothe systemfor specialUUT needs.
The ability to describe the system configurationand the
adapter/interfaceconfigurationin high-level language terms
helps to minimizethe integrationcosts. Also, one phase of the
compiler is dedicatedto signal requirementsanalysisand produces listingsthat can be used to aid in adapterdesign,or
even in selecting the most appropriate system for testing a

UUT.
The third expenditureand potentiallythe largestis direct programmingexpenses.This expenseis addressedby the ATLAS
language,which is English-like,
uses engineeringterms,and
can be used without detailed knowledgeof the system hardware, thereby simplifyingthe wrltingof test programs.But this
alone is not necessarilyenough,becausehigh-levellanguages

requiremore computerprocessingtime than lower-levellanguages. To minimizethis effect, the HP ATLAS Compiler
helps reduce the length of compiles by providing partialcompilationcapabilityand several levels of well-designed
errordiagnostics.
Potentiallythe greatestsource of savings in an ATLASsystem is that many common system-dependenterrors are mlnland switchingroumizedby providingcommoninstrumentation
tinesin preprocesseddata files.Theseerrorsinclude
r wrong switching
r incorrectsettlingdelays
r wrong device setups or ranges
r wroog tolerancesbecauseof dimensionalchanges
r device interactions.
The reductionof this broad class of problems reduces costs
Once a
by shortening
the time neededfor programverification.
programcompilessuccessfully,
the probabilityof executionis
gooo.
Many users of automatictest equipmentencountera fourth
cost becausethey have many differentsystemsthat must perlanguages,
formthe sametests,Usingtest-system-dependent
a separateprogramwould be requiredfor each type of system.
languagelike ATLASis used, a prolf a system-independent
gram written for one system is transportableto another with
if any.
only minormodifications,
The lastmajorareaof systemcost is support.High-levellanguages generallyminimizethis cost, becausethey inherently
containmore supportdocumentationvaluethan lowerlevellanguages.HP ATLASfurtheraids this task by outputtinga preferredlistingusingstandardARINCATLASspellings,punctuaATLASalso reduces
tion, and formatting.System-independent
supportcosts by reducingthe numberof differentprograms
requiredwhen differentsystemsperlorm the same tests.

tured data file which representsthe stimulus signals
required by the UUT, the UUT signals that are to be
measured,and the loads that are to be applied to the
UUT. This analysis of UUT signal requirements is
done independently from any system configuration
information, but results in a precise specification of
the system capabilities required to perform a given
test procedure.
To determinethe UUT signal requirements,all signal-oriented statementsare processedto determine
how many signals exist and which statementsrefer
to each signal, whether each signal is a souRCE,sENsoR,or LoAD,the signal type or noun, the signal characteristics,normalized characteristic dimensions or
units, range of values,accuracyrequirements,and the
UUT pins associatedwith the signal.
In addition, all statementsthat affect the execution
sequenceof a test procedure (m, ron, wHILE,REIEAT,
and co ro statements)are examined and the range of
statementsover which each signal is active is determined. This information, called signal scope,is then
used to identify signal concurrency, that is, signals
that have overlapping periods of activity when the
test procedure is executed.
An optional listing, activatedby the gxREF
src command, provides a formatted representationof the signal requirementsanalysis,which is highly useful for
evaluating the signal activity in an ATLAS test
procedure,
PhaselV
The primary purpose of the fourth compiler phase
is to determine the system resourcesthat are to be
used for each signal identified and specified by
phase III, and to then translate the signal-oriented
statementsinto primitive code form.
First, for each signal requirement, each system device model that comparesfavorably with the signal
requirement is noted along with device parameterinformation. This results in a device candidate list for
each signal requirement. Second, the system/UUT
switching and wiring model is used to determine
whether or not the terminals on the device candidatescan be connectedto the requiredUUT terminals.
If they can, the required switching and signal path
resourcesare recorded, along with the device, as the
set of required resourcesfor the candidate. If signal
paths from candidate device terminals to UUT terminals cannot be established,the candidate is disqualified from further consideration.
For each signal requirement having one or more
qualified candidates(setsofresourcesthat satisfy the
signal requirementsJ,a tentative candidate assignment is made. The specific resourcesassociatedwith
the tentative candidates for concurrent signals are
cross-checkedto detect allocation conflicts. If alloca-

tion conflicts occur and either of the concurrent signals has candidate alternatives.the tentative candidate assignmentis changed in an attempt to resolve
the resource conflict. If a combination of candidates
cannot be found which resolves a resource conflict
between concurrent signals,one of the signal requirements is identified as being unallocatable. Conflict
detection and resolution continues until allocation
is completed. All surviving tentative allocations
then become actual allocations.
Once resource sets are allocated for all signal requirements, primitive code is generatedfor each signal-oriented statement,based on the resourceset associatedwith the signal requirement of which the signal-oriented statementis a part. Following the generation of primitive code, an optional signal/device
crossreferencelisting may be generated(Fig. 6). This
is similar to the signal crossreferencelisting of Phase
III, but contains additional information about device
qualification and disqualification and allocations
for each signal requirement.
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REOUIREMENTS CROSS REFERENCE

SENSOR CROSS REFERENCE
2:

AC SIGNAL (VOLTAGE),
CAARACTERI STI CS:
VOLTAGE
MIN O V' MAX .I2
V'
REFERENCESI
10 A7 gggOOTt
CNX Ht J4-8
LO J3 ,
SCoPE 0F ACTIvlTYr
060007
DEVICE CANDIDATES:
' IDVil I FUNCTION 2A
SELECTEO
'DVMI FUNCTION
2C
DISOUALIFIED
NO SIGNAL PATH FOR CNA HI J4.8

3!

AC SIGNAL (FREO),
CHARAClERI STI CS:
VOLTAGE
. I V'
FREO
MIN 5OE3 XZ'
MAX 2OOE3 HZ'
R E F E R E N C ES :
MEASURE AT OOOOOaI CNX ht
J4-l
Lo
SCOPE OF ACTIVITY:

J3

'

osoooa
D E V I C EC A N D I D A T E S :
+ I COUNTER I
'COUNTER'
.COUNTER'

FUNCTT ON I SELECTED
FUNCTION 2A
OULIFIED
FUNCTION 2A
DI SAUALI FI ED
VOLTAGE NOT SPECIFIED
FOR CANDlDATE

SOURCE CROSS REFERENCE
'INPUTI,
I 3 AC SI GNAL
CHARACTERISTICS:
VOLlAGE
. I V'
FREO MIN 5OE3 HZ'

t o o o oB z

MAX zbAF3

HZ'

RESOLUlION IOOO HZ'

RATE

REFERENCES:
DEFINE Af OOOOOI'
ATJUST AT AOOAO6I CN^ Ht Jl-t
LO J3 ;
FlNtsH A1 00001t,
SCOPE OF ACTIVI TY:
FROM OO000S TO OSOOtl
DEVICE CANI)IDATF-S:
!SICtGEN!
FUNCTION I DISSUALIFIED
VOLTAGE NOT SPECIFIED
FOR CANDIDA'E
' ISIG.GEN ' FUNCTION 2 SELECTED
IHFSIC,GENI I FUNCTION I DISOUALIFIED
VOLlAGE NOT SPECIFIED
FOR CANDIDATE
FREG MAX OUf OF CANDIDATE RANGE
FREU MIN OUT OF CANDIDAIE RANGE
'HORD.GENI I FUNCTION I
DISOUALIFIED
VOLTAGE NOT SPECIFIED
FOR CANDIDATE
FREO MAX OUT OF CANDIDATE RANCE
,
'lORD.GEN2'
FUNCTION I DISGUALIFIED
VOLTAGE NOT SPECIFIED
FOR CANDIDAIE
FREO MAX OUT OF CANDIDATE
RANGE

Fig. 6. Signalldevice cross relerence is produced by
compiler phase lV.

Phase V
The fifth and final phase of the compiler translates
the primitive code stream into executable object
code; specifically ATS BASIC and/or ATS BASIC intermediate code. This process consists of a number of
interrelated operations, including expansion of device programming procedures as specified by the
primitive code, translation of procedural primitives,
mapping ATLAS variables and compiler generated
variables into BASIC variables, and segmenting object code to fit the target system core environment.
Also generated are an initialization code sequence for
initializing variables and opening any required disc
files, and an operator interaction sequence for selection of optional starting points in the test procedure.
If activated by a $LISTBASIC command, phase V
generates an interleaved listing of ATLAS and ATS
BASIC (Fig. z) . Then a summary of any errors or warnings detected during the compilation is produced. If
either a $OBIECT<file-name> or $BASIC<file-name>
command has been given, a file of commands for the
ATS BASIC interpreter is generated for directing the
further processing of the segmented test program.
Then the input phase of the ATS BASIC interpreter
completes the translation process.

It0 OPEN(?,lOO0,G(6))
I l5 lF G(6)>O INVO(E(64)
1 2 0 R E S E T I7 , 0 )
SLIST BASIC
',4954-9QOl1'S
oooqao REGIN, ATLAS PFOGkAM
O l D E F I N E , ' I N P U T ' , S O U R C ES
IVOUTT(5),
02 DECLAFE, DECIMAL, LI5T,
'ULIMI(5)'
O3 DECLARE,DECIMAL, LT5T,

'FFIO'(5)9
'LL!M'(5)9

'LLlM"(l).I0,
'ULIM"
'VOUT"
.O55',
.995'<2'.O5'
.lo5'
oa FiLL,
.oo1' .ag3'<sr.QQt' .ao3'
.oo1'ra).oo5'
,o45,<3r.@lt .ol3'
.oo s
125 LET B(r)=.1
t30 LET D(l)=.105
| 35 LET E( I )=9sE_3
| 40 LET B(2)=50E_3
145 LET D(2):55E-3
I 50 LET E(2)=45E-3
155 LET B(3)=l0E-3
l60 LET D(3)=l3E_3
165 LET E( 3)=?E-3
l?o LEl 8(4)=5E-3
| ?5 LET D( a)=?E-3
| 80 LET E( 4):3E- 3
185 LET B(5)=lE-3
l9@ LET D( 5):3E-3
195 LET E(5)=O
-----BEclN

s5

rEST PkOCEDUfrF---------

5,

S

THEN S

g6
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Designed for Efficient Use
The HP ATLAS Compiler was designed assuming
two types of users: one or more ATLAS test procedure
writers who are technicians or engineers and are experts in understanding UUT's, and an ATE and A/I
specialist who is familiar with the system and its interfaces and who is responsible for system upgrades,
methods of use, and adapter design. These two users
can be the same individual, but on a complex system
with multiple users it probably makes sense to assign
one ATE and A/I specialist.
The compiler offers the user a number of options
that facilitate its efficient use. For example, assume
the user has prepared a test procedure using abbreviated ATLAS and has punched it on paper tape or
cards. To this source program the user can add compiler command statements that control the options
available (seetable, page 12). This can be done either
by typing the commands at the operator's keyboard or
by editing the source program. For the initial run
the user would probably add the following options
(compiler commands begin with the $ symbol):

l( 3) = 50E-6
3t 5

5I GNAL,
Ht J4-t

EXTERNAL

VOLTAGE
LO J3!

' D t o o o' t

$SAVE ATLAS 52OOOO
$THRU MAX : 1
PROGRAMBEGINSHERE $
C
BEGIN $
. (ATLAS Test Procedure)

Fig.7, Listing of an ATLAS test procedure interleaved with
the equivalentAIS BAS/Ccode. This/lsflngls generatedby
compilerphase V.

TERMINATE $
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This compilation will execute quickly because the
6THRUcommand will terminate compilation at the
first logical point after the first error is detected. This
is generally at the end of a compiler phase, or after
the preferred listing is generated and the preferred
source saved, on disc file 520000 in this case. From
the preferred listing, the user can resolve keypunch
errors, syntax errors (formal statement structural
errors) and undefined statement numbers, and can
prepare a correction tape or deck referencing the
statement numbers on the preferred listing.
For the second compilation the following options
might be used:
$SAVE ATLAS S2OOO1
$ATE D315
$A/I D313
$XREFLBL. SIG
$THRU CONFIG
$UPDATE WITH RDR
$INSERT S2OOOO

These commands will be saved
with corrected ATLAS at 520001.

$END

This compilaticn will processsourcefile 520000,as
modified by the update tape, through the first four
compiler phases.Errors involving relationships between statements,incorrect resource specifications,
or errors in the A/I definition will be detectedby this
compilation.
After resolving any errors of this type, the next
compilation can be expectedto produce code that is
readv to test. The commands would be:
$SAVE ATLAS S2OOOO
$OBIECT81000
$LIST BASIC

This command is saved.

$DEBUG
$UPDATE WITH RDR
$INSERTS2OOO1
$END

Errors in an ATLAS test procedure that are discovered during execution of the ATS BASIC test program can be easily fixed using BASIC and the corrections noted for a single final ATLAS recompilation.
Top-DownDesign
The optimal implementation of ATLAS on HP
9500 SeriesSystemsrequired three large processors
(ATE, A/I, and the ATLAS Compiler).This complex
designtask was efficiently accomplishedby a top-down
design which resulted in certain advantagesto the user
as well as the designer. While the purposes of the
three processorsare different, their sourcelanguages
and organizations are similar in many respects.
There are two advantagesto this. First, the user inter11

face to each processor, in terms of source language,
command structure, operating procedures, and terminology, is consistent throughout the system. Second, the highly structured top-down implementation makes use of common modules to accomplish a
large portion of the processing.
The two most important areas of commonality in
the design are the executive control structure and the
I/O interface (inpuUoutput to operating system and
computer peripherals). The executive control program is the main program in each processor, It controls the execution of subprocessors, creates, opens,
positions, and closes files for the subprocessors,and
maintains a global data area for communications
with the subprocessors. The executive control program for each processor is the same except for tabular
data.
Because the ATLAS compiling system is highly
dependent on the I/O and file structure of the operating system, the compiling system interfaces not directly with the operating system, but through a standardized interface that can be adapted to different
operating systems. A considerable effort has been
made to allow the transfer of the ATLAS system to a
different environment with minimum effort. because
it is anticipated that HP ATLAS will eventually be
made available with operating systems other than
the disc based operating system presently used by
9500 Series Automatic Test Systems.
Two major results of having common executive
and I/O structures are worthy of note. First, new compiler sections or existing ones were easy to rearrange
by simply changing tables in the executive. Second,
compiler speed was improved during development
by better than a factor of two by making changes only
in the I/O section, which is where the compiler
spends most of its time.
The next level of commonality occurs in the processing and listing sections of the processors. Common software modules use different data (keyword
dictionaries and other tabular data) depending on
whether the processing is for the ATLAS Compiler
or the ATE or A/I Processors, Because of the commonality between the three processors and certain
file structures, the same programs are able to generate
a variety of listings. For example, the formatted listings from the ATE and A/I Processors, the preferred
ARINC ATLAS listing, and the interleaved ATLAS/
ATS BASIC listing are all generated by a common program. A common procedure is used throughout the
compilation system to handle all error conditions.
This processing handles user diagnostics (warnings,
syntax errors, semantic diagnostics) as well as system
errors (I/O errors, user file reference errors).
A very important compiler technique consists of
analyzing source text using syntax graphs, which are

HP ATLASLanguageWords
and CompilerCommands
ProcedureOrientedVerbs

PREPARE/
EXECUTE
WITHIN
SYNC WHEN

DEFINITIONVERBS
BEGIN
Used to start test program or BLOCK
TERMINATE
Used with BEGIN. Last stalement of test Drocedure.
DEFINE
Used to define sources, sensors, loads, messages,and
procedures.
END
Delimiterfor a PROCEDUBE,BLOCK,IF/THEN/ELSE
sequence, or FOB/WHILE loops.
DECLARE
Used to declare variable types.
EnablesUUT name and model numberto be variables.
FOR UUT
COiIPILER DIRECTIVES
DISCARD
Used to throw out storage no longer needed
FEPEAT
Used to repeat a series of lesls or test steps.
LEAVEATLAS/ Used to insert non-ATLAS comments in an ATLAS
program.
RESUME
ATLAS
PERFOBM
Referencesa defined ATLAS procedure.
An extension to ARINC ATLAS to enable the user
PEBFOFM
EXTEFINAL to perform non-ATLAS functions in an ATLAS program. Can releronce ATS-BASIC,FORTRAN, or assembly
routnes.

Forms a pair to set up a condition and trigger a sequence
of operations which must occur within a specified period
of time.
Oelines the synchlonizingof signals and/or conditions.

Nouns
AC SIGNAL
AM SIGNAL
COMMON
DC SIGNAL
DIGITALTEST
EARTH(GBOUND)
EVENTS
FM SIGNAL
IMPEDANCE
LOGICCONTROL
LOGIC DATA

LOGIC LOAD
LOGIC REFERENCE
MANOMETRIC
PAM
PULSEDAC
PULSEDDC
RAMP SIGNAL
BANDOMNOISE
RATIO
RESOLVEB
ROTATION

SHORT
SOUAREWAVE
STEP SIGNAL
SUP CAR SIGNAL
SYNCRO
TIME INTERVAL
TRIANGULAR
WAVE
SIGNAL

I

h
t

Modifiers
AC-COMP
AC-COMP.FREO
ALT.RATE
AMPL-DENS
AMPL-MOD
ANGLE
BANDWTOTH
CAP
CAR-AMPL
CAR-FREO
CAR-HARMONICS
CAR-PHASE
CAR-RESIO
COUNT
CURFIENT
CURRENT-LMT
CURAENT-ONE
CURRENT.QUIES
CURRENT-ZERO
DC.OFFSET
DELAY
DISS-FACTOR
DISTORTION
DROOP
DUTY-CYCLE
FALL-TIME
FORMAT
FFEO
FBEQ.DEV
FREO-ONE
FREQ-QUIES
FREQ-ZERO
HARMONICS

EXECUTABLEVERBS
CALCULATE
Specifiescomputation.
COMPARE
Relates a labeled value to a specified limit or limits. Sets GO,
NOGO flags.
DELAY
Used to delay executionof test program for a specifiedinterval.
To presenta temporarymessageor value to operatoron CFITor
OISPLAY
numericaldisplay.
ELSE
Denotes program sequencethat is executedwhen lF statement
condilion is false.
FILL
Load data in predefined LIST locations.
To lerminate testing and return test equipmentto quiescent
FINISH
state.
Names a looping structure with a control variable.
FOR
GO TO
Used to go 1otesl and/or step out of normal sequence.
lF
Containsconditionalexpressionto be evaluatedas true or false.
PHINT
Used to print test results or messages to the operator.
RECORD
To identityand store programvariabledata in historicalrecords.
SAVE
To identifypresentvalue of measurementwith another label and
save it for later in test Drocedure.
WAIT FOR
Executespecifiedstatementwhen specitied@ndition is lultilled
or insert manual direction into test sequence.
WHILE
Contains conditionalexpressionfor looping structure.

Signal Oriented Verbs
SINGLEACTIONVERBS
CLOSE
To gate a source,sensor,or load functionto the unit under test.
CONNECT
To mnnect pin connectorsof unit under test to source, sensor,
or load.
OPEN
Used to open swilch at output of power or signal source or at
input to measuringinstrument.
SETUP
Used to set up power or signal sources or measuring instrumenls.
DISCONNECT Used to open a specificconnectionthrough a switching matrix.
READ
To read presentvaluo of sensor function and retain lhat value,
labeled'measurement',
untila new readingis taken.
MULTIPLEACTIONVERBS
APPLY
For source and load functions in sequence; set up, connect,
and close.
MEASURE
Used to set up, close, and read signal from unit under test or
stimulus source.
REMOVE
To ooen, disconnecl, and set up source, load, or sensor to
ouiescentstate.
MONITOR
ContinuouslyREADSand DISPLAYSmeasuremenlvalue.
Combines MEASURE and COMPARE statements. Compares
VEBIFY
measurementto predeterminedvalue, sets GO, NOGO flags.
COMPLEX ACTION VERBS
ADJUST
F o r m s a p a i r w i t h T O M A X I M I Z E ,T O M I N I M I Z E o r T O
REACH. Creates source-sensor loop that uses sensor teedback to control a stimulus aDDlication.
DO
Used with DIGITAL TEST noun to perform combinationof
digital slimulus, response, mask, save, and compare operations in an iterative manner.
STARTWHEN/ Used to define time interval based on some signal, slope
STOP WHEN or othervalue.
WAIT FOR
Causes a suspensionof testing until some unit under test
sensor criteria is satislied.

IMP
IND
IN-PHASE
MOD-AMPL
MOD-AMPL.PP
MOD-DIST
MOD-FREQ
MOD-OFFSET
MOD.PHASE
NEG-SLOPE
NOISE
NOISE-P
NON-HARMONICS
NON-LIN
OVERSHOOT
P.AMPL
PEAK-DEGEN
PEBIOD
PHASE-A,AB,AC
PHASE-ANGLE
PHASE-B,BA,BC
PHASE.C,CA,CB
PHASE.JIT
PHASE-SHIFT
+, -PHASE
POS-SLOPE
POWEB
PRESHOOT
PRESS-A,G
PRF
PULSE.CLASS
PULSE-WIDTH
PWR-LMT

PWR-SP-DENS
O
QUAD
REF-VOLT
RES
RINGING
RISE-TIME
RMS.VOLTS
ROUNDING
SAMPLE-WIDTH
SETTLE-TIME
SKEW.TIME
SLEW-RATE
SYNC
+, _SLOPE
TIME
TIME-ASYM
TIME.JIT
TRIG
TYPE
UNDERSHOOT
VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE-AV
VOLTAGE.ONE
VOLTAGE.P
VOLTAGE-PP
VOLTAGE.OUIES
VOLTAGE.TRMS
VOLTAGE.ZEBO
VOLT-LMT
WORD-LENGTH
ZERO-INDEX

Compiler Commands
Command

$INSERT

$UPDATE
WITH
$OMIT
$END
$BATCH

$ATE

$lvl
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Applicable
Processor
ATLAS A./I ATE
.
.
Controlssourceof programinputfrom filesor
.
system l/O devices, including optional statemenl numberrangespecification.
.
Providesbalch-edit capabilitybased on
ATLAS test-step numbers.
.
.
Used with UPDATE to delete statements
trom a program.
o
.
.
Used with INSERTor UPDATEto indicate
an End of File.
.
Providesentry to BATCH control routine to
execute ATLAS, A,/1,and ATE compilations
as specified in a BATCH control file.
.
.
.
ln ATLAS and A/l Processor,used to specify
preprocessedconfigurationfile. In ATE Processor, used to specily where processed
conligurationinlormationis to be stored.
.
In ATLAS, used to specify preprocessed
.
adapter/interfacedescription.In A'/l
Processor,used to specify where processed adapter/interfacedescriplion
is stored.
Description

t
I

I

Specifiesoutputdestinationof sourceor
preferredATLAS (A/l or ATE).
Specitiesoutputdestinationot BASIC
$BASIC
sourcecode. When multiplefiles are
generated,they sequentially
increment.
Specifiesoutputdestinationof executable
$OBJECT
objectcode. When multiplefiles are
generated,they sequentially
increment.
Same as $OBJECT,but executionof first
$GO
objectsegmentimmediatelylollows
completionof compilation.
$SEGMENT Providesoverrideof segmentsize specifile on eithera
lied in ATE conliguration
percentagebasisor on an immediate
segmentbreak if no percentageis specified.
Controlspartialcompilationol ATLAS pro$THFU
grams by terminatingaftera specified
phaseor numberol errors.
Providesexecutionof standarddebug rou$DEBUG
tine at key pointsduringexecutionol ATLAS
objectcode.
For controlof source,preferred
$LIST
ATLAS (l'/l or ATE) or mixedATLAS/
BASIClistings.
$NU|\.4BER Controlstest and step numbersequencing
and rncrementsize.
Controlslistingof label,pin, and signalre$XREF
qurrementsanalysrscross reierences.
$SAVE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

o

.

o

.

.

alike was necessaryto provide the push we needed to
get to completion. To the many individuals who provided this support, we express our grateful appreciation.
The ATLAS team members displayed a fantastic
degree of cooperation and dedication. In particular,
Fred Warren did both the front-end processing
(Phase I scanner and commands) and the Phase V
translation and segmentation. Kathy Hahn did the
Phase II procedural translation and expansions, the
various cross reference listings, and digital ATLAS,
and helped almost every other team member out of
schedule problems. Gene Baena designed the switch
modeling and did the Phase III signal requirements
analysis and the renumbering processing of Phase L
fack Cooley did the ATE and A/I Processors almost
single-handedly.
Finally, our thanks to Mike Chambreau for his special support and encouragement of our project organization and designs.

P R I C EI N U . S . A . :
9510DOption 100or 9500D Option180:$22,000firstpurchase;$12,000each
subsequentpurchase.These oplions add ATLAS capabilityto 9510D and
9500D AutomaticTest Systems.Price includesATLAS Compiler,ATE Processor,A/l Processor,run-timesottware.and coniiguredATE file.
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:AUTOMATICl\.4EASUREI\4ENT
DIVISION
974 East ArquesAvenue
Sunnyvale,California94086 U.S.A.
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generated off-line by a special processor. Often a certain amount of translation is also performed during
this syntax checking. In the HP ATLAS Compiler
this technique is extended and used throughout the
system. Every process that uses the internal form of
the ATLAS (or ATE or A/I) program as its primary input data is controlled by the way the input token
stream (see "Phase I" above) corresponds with a
grammar specifically defined for that process. In the
HP ATLAS Compiler there are seven such "syntax
driven processes,differing only in their specific grammars and some low-level subroutines that are invoked as a result of comparing the input token
stream with a specific grammar. Most of the software
for these seven processesconsists of modules that are
common to all of them. Once these were designed,
implementation of each separate process was reduced to dealing only with its unique aspects,a great
simplification.
Finally, the same development language and debugging tools were used by all members of the prolect team, and each was improved during the project
to achieve the maximum leveragepossible.
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Automatic4.5-GHzCounterProvides
1-HzResolution
Thisnew frequencycounteroffershigh performancefor
telecommunications
and other applicationsal a modest
cost. Systemscompatibilityand built-in diagnostics
enhance its value.
by Ali Bologlu

A UTOMATIC MICROWAVE frequency measureff,ments
to 18 GHz and beyond are the special capability of Hewlett-Packard's Model 5340A Frequency Counter.l The general-purpose HP Model
5345A2 measures frequency automatically to 4 GHz
when equipped with the 5354A Automatic Frequency Converter plug-in. It also measurestime interval, period, ratio, and other parameters.
Now a new counter, Model 53414, strikes a middle ground for the user who needs to measure frequency to 4GHz or so, but doesn't need the universal
capabilities of a general-purpose plug-in counter.
Model 53414 (Fig. r) is a 4.5-GHz automatic frequency counter that provides a high level of performance at a modest cost. An optional version that has
a 1.S-GHz upper frequency limit offers even greater
economy.
The counting principle used in the new counter is
an automatic heterodyne frequency converter technique similar to that used in the 5345A plug-in.3 The
user has a choice of automatic mode, in which the

counter searches its entire range and measures the
lowest-frequency signal, or manual mode, in which
the search is restricted to one of ten narrower bands
as selected by the user.
Model 5341A is compatible with the HP interface
bus (HP-IBJ.aAs many as fifteen devices can operate
on the bus, so the new counter can be part of an easily
implemented automatic measurement system.
Equipped with the appropriate options, Model
5341A can communicate digitally with printers, calculators, card readers, computers, and other devices.
All of its front-panel controls except power on/off
can be remotely programmed.
Front-PanelInputs and Controls
The new counter has two inputs, a 50O, 5O-MHz-to4.S-GHz input and a 1-MO, 10-Hz-to-80-MHz input.
Specified sensitivity of the 4.S-GHzchannel is - 1S dBm
in automatic mode and -20 dBm in manual mode.
Fig. 2 shows measured sensitivities for a typical
counter. Sensitivity of the 80-MHz channel is 10 mV

Fig.1. Model 5341Ameasures
frequenciesfrom 10 Hz to 4.5 GHz
with maximum resolution of 1 Hz.
Operation can be manual ol
automatic.An optional 1.5-GHz
verslonh also available.
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Specification

E
o

Typical:
,_Automatic
Mode

tt

:t

Manual
Mode

o
c
o

o

.6

1.2 1.8 2.4 3.O 3.6 4.2
Frequency (GHz)

at 50o"input.
Fig.2. 5341A sensitivity
rms sine wave.
A range switch on the front panel selects the input
channel to be used. Also on the range switch is a selfcheck position. Another switch selects the resolution of the measurement in decade steps from 1 Hz to
1 MHz. The counter can displayten digits with appropriate annunciators, enough to provide 1-Hz resolution over its full range. A mode switch selects either

automatic or manual mode, and a band-select pushbutton is provided for switching bands in the manual
mode.
Counter Organization
Fig. 3 is a general block diagram of the new
counter. 10 MHz from the crystal time base oscillator
goes to the time base generator and to a multiplier
chain that produces all the comb lines (Iocal oscillator frequencies) needed for heterodyne mixing.
Lines at 500, 750, and 1000 MHz are produced by
printed-circuit-board multipliers. Lines at 1.5, 2,o,
2.5,3.O,3.5, and 4.O GHz are generatedin a hybrid
module. In the optional L.5-GHz version of the
counter the hybrid module is deleted.
The IF module has a switchable upper frequency
limit; it is nominally 530 MHz except for the two
lowest-frequency comb lines, for which it is 28oMHz.
Also in the IF chain are two peak detectors and a frequency discriminator that control the automatic acquisition algorithm. The output of the IF module is
prescaled by 20 and sent to the counter chain.

10 Hz-80 MHz

lF Module

50 MHz-4.5 GHz

500 MHz, 750 MHz, 1.0 GHz,
1.5 GHz, 2.0 GHz, 2.5 GHz,
3.0 GHz, 3.5 GHz, 4.0 GHz

Hybrid
Module

Digital Bus
(HP-rB)
500 MHz

1000 MHz

Fig.3, 5O-MHzlo-4.5-GHzfrequencyrange is divided into ten bands by switching different
local oscillatorfrequenciesto the input mixer.Band switchingcan be manualor automatic.Two
peak detectors and a frequency discriminator control the automatic acquisition algorithm; they
also provide diagnostic information.
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All digital control of the counter is vested in a state
machine. Its algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.
CounterOperation
In the automatic mode, the counter continuously
sequencesthrough its ten frequency bands by switching appropriate comb lines to the input mixer. This
proceedsuntil a signal is detectedin the IF channel
by the fact that both peak detectors and the frequency
discriminator are triggering. These conditions assure that the intermediate frequency signal is of the
proper magnitude to be counted (- r to +6 dBm) and

is within the frequency range of the counting chain,
which is 500 MHz, The counter then resets to its
lowest band and reacquiresthe signal to assurethat
the intermediate frequency is an upper sideband of
the comb line used. The frequency of the IF signal is
then counted. The state machine identifies the comb
line frequency the searchhas stopped on, adds it to
the counted IF, and displays the result.
Overlap between bands is a minimum of 30 MHz,
which determines the counter's tolerance to frequency modulation on input signals near the band
edges.FM peak-to-peakdeviation tolerance rises to
+25O MH4 the bandwidth of the IF channel, for signals near the band center.
In the hybrid structure that generatesthe upper
comb lines, each line is activated by a PIN diode
switch (see Fig. 5). This allows fast switching between bands,making it possible for the counter to acquire a signal in 600 microseconds,worst case,in the
automatic mode. In the manual mode, where the
search is over a narrower range, worst caseacquisition time is only 100 pcs.
Automaticand ManualModes
In the automatic mode the counter will measure
and display the lowest-frequencyCW signal that exceedsits minimum sensitivity. If the signal level is insufficient for the automatic mode but sufficient for
the manual mode an asterisk appearsin the display.
In the manual mode the correct frequency is found
by first pushing the resetbutton and then sequentially pressing the band select pushbutton. Should no
signal be present in a band, the comb line frequency
associatedwith that band is displayed. When a signal is encounteredit is measuredand displayed. The
first frequency displayed is the correct one. Pressing
the band select button once more would yield the
lower sideband of the next comb line, the image response,which would be the wrong answer.
Manual mode enables the user to search within
any of the ten frequencybands. This is advantageous
when attempting to find and measureseveralsignals
in a complicated spectrum, or for systems applications where low acquisition times are needed.
Built-ln Diagnostics
When the range switch is moved to the check position a 500-MHz signal is applied to the mixer assembly, IF module, prescalers,and counter chain. Thus
the counters are exercisedat their highest operating
frequencyinstead of the customary 10 MHz. With the
instrument in automatic mode the 500 MHz is also added to the contents of the counter chain to check for
proper operation of the acquisition algorithm.
An internal switch causes the states of the two
peak detectorsand the frequency discriminator to be

Fig. 4. Algorithm for the state machine that cantrols counter oDeration.
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Low Frequency
Enable
$ 0 M H z , 7 5 0M H z ,
1.0GHz Inputs

Control
Inputs

I

1.5GHz
2.0 GHz
2.5 GHz
3.0 GHz
3.5 GHz
4.0 GHz

To Mixer

;1ry

5l)0 MHz, 750 MHz, 1.0 GHz,
1.5 GHz, 2.0 GHz, 2.5 GHz,
3.0 GHz, 3.5 GHz, 4.0 GHz

Fig,5. Hybrid modute generates the upper local oscillatorfrequencies and provides for rapid
switching from one to another. Worst-caseacquisition time for an automatic search of the full
frequency range is /ess than 600 microseconds.
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displayed, as shown in Fig. 6. This information and
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a flow chart under the top coverof the instrument alHewlett-Packard
fournal, April
low the user to diagnosefailuresto the subassembly MicrowaveCounter,"
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level. Fig, 7 shows the flow chart.
If the instrument operates properly in the selfcheck mode but not in use. an externalsourceand the
displayed qualifiers can be used to check the comb
lines and the input mixer. This is done in manual
mode. If the three qualifiers are active in the image
band insteadofthe proper band the problem is the absenceof the associatedcomb line. If no count occurs
in two adjacentbands and self-checkhas been satisfactorily completed, the input mixer is probably
faulty.
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Fig. 6. An internal swrtch causes the counter to display the
states ol the two peak detectors and the tequency discriminator in the lF channel (three digits at left). These are
used with the flow chart of Fig. 7 for troubleshooting.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 5341A Frequency Counter

Input1

OptionalTime Base(Option001)

RANGE:50 MHz to 4.5 GHz
IMPEOANCE:50O nominal
CONNECTOR: PrecisionType N
S E N S I T I V I T Y :- 1 5 d B m ( A U T O o p e r a t i n g m o d e ) ; - 2 0 d B m ( M A N U A L
operating mode)
MAXIMUMINPUT: +20 dBm
DAMAGE LEVEL: +30 dBm
OPERATING MODES;
AUTO: Counter automatically selects and displays lowest frequency within
its sensitivityrange;
MANUAL: Measurement band is selected manually, and counter measures
within a 525 MHz range above displayed band number (in the SOOMHz
and 750 MHz bands, @unter measures within a 250 MHz range).
MEASUREMENTTIME: Acquisitiontime + gate time
ACQUISITIONTIME: 600 psec (AUTO operatingmode); tOOpsec (MANUAL
operating mode)
FM CHARACTERISTICS:Tolerates r25O MHz maximum deviation (0-5OO
MHz and 'l.0-4.5 GHz) and t125 MHz maximumdeviation(5OOMHz-1.0
GHz) in center of bands; bands overlap 30 MHz at band edges.

Option 001 providesan oven-controlledcrystal oscillatortime base with an aging
rale near that of a limc standard.This option resultsin better accuracy and longer
periods between mlibration. A separate power supply keeps the crystal oven
on and up to temperaturewhen the instrumentis turned otl as lono as it remains
connectedto the power line.
FREQUENCY:10 MHz
AGING RATE: < t5 x 1O-_1o/day atter 24-hourwarm-up,for lessthan 24-hourotf
time, and <1.50 x 10-tlyear.
SHORT TERM STABILITY: 1 x 10 11 for 1 s avg. time; 1 x 10-11 lor 10 s
a v g .t i m e ; 2 x 1 0 1 1 f o r l O Os a v g .t i m e
LINE VARIATION:<1 x 1O-10 for rlOo/" changefrom nominat.A 1O%voltage
changewill causea frequencychangeof < l x 10-8 lor <2 minutes.
TEMPERATUFE: <7 \ 10 v frequency change over the range O" to 50"C.
WARM-UP:Within5 x 1O-9 of finalvalue20 minutesafterturn-on,at 25'C.
F R E O U E N C Y A D J U S T M E N T R A N>
GtE
1: x 10-6(>tlOHzfrom IOMHz)with
18-turn control.
FREQUENCYADJUSTMENTRESOLUTION:1 X 1O-9 (0.01Hz)

General
ACCURACY:!1 count ttime base error
RESOLUTION:Frontpanelswitchselects'l MHz,1OOkHz, 1OkHz, 1 kHz, 1OOHz,
10 Hz, or 1 Hz.
DISPLAY: Ten-digit sectionalized LED display and appropriate measurement
unitsof kHz. MHz. or GHz.
SELF CHECK: Counts and displays 1 GHz for resolutionchosen.
SAMPLE RATE: Continuouslyadjustablefrom 40 msecto 10 secondsand HOLD.
OPERATINGTEMPERATURE:0"C to 50'C
REMOTE PROGRAMMINGANO DlclTAL OUTPUT: Optional (Option 011)
via 24-pin, series 57 Microribbonconnector. Program and output information
are 7-bit ASCII code.
PRTCEStN U.S.A.:
5341A FrequencyCounter, 93,600
Option 001 High-StabilityTime Base, $500
Option 002 Rear Panel Input ConnectoE, $105
Option003 1.5 GHz FrequencyRange,less $1,000
Option 01 1 FlemoteProgramming-DigitalOutput, $390
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:SANTA CLARADIVISION
5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Santa Clara, California95050

Input 2
RANGE: 10 Hz to 80 MHz
IMPEDANCE:1 MO shuntedby 50 pF
GONNECTOR:Type BNC female
COUPLING:ac
SENSITIVITY:'1
0 millivotts
MAXIMUM INPUT: 5 volts oeak-to-oeak
DAMAGELEVEL:400 voltsdc;250 volts rms ac, 1OHz to 1OOkHz, decreasing
6 dB per oclave to 80 MHz

Time Base
CRYSTALFREOUENCY:10 MHz
STABILITY:
AGING BATE: <1 x 10 7 per month
TEMPEBATURE:<a1 x 10-o overthe range0"C to 50'C
LINE VARIATION:<t1 x 1O-7, ilOo/o from nominal
OUTPUTFREOUENCY:10 MHz,>2.4V squarewave(TTL compatible)
available
trom rear panel BNC.
EXTERNALTIME BASE: Requires10 MHz approximately
1.5Vp-p sinewaveor
squarewave into 1 kO via rear panel BNC.
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A NewlnstrumentEnclosurewith Greater
Gonvenience,BetterAccessibility,and
HigherAttenuationof RF Interference
Evolutionary
changesin the way electroniccircuitsare
packagedhavecalledfor a new approachto enclosure
design.Describedhereis the resultof a corporate-wide
effortto meetcustomers'changingrequirements.
by Allen E. Inhelder

A NEW DIRECTIONIN ENCLOSUREdesign was
A. taken somefourteen yearsago with the development of a uuiversal instrument enclosure system at
Hewlett-Packard. This system [Fig. r) directly addressedthe problem of how to group instruments,
whether on the bench or in a rack, a problem that had
been growing more acute as the number of instruments used in measurementsetups continued to
grow.
This enclosuresystemmade it practical to stack instrumentsneatly for bench use while at the sametime
providing a convenient means
for mounting the instruments
directly in a rack. It was also esthetically more appealing than
the simple boxes that had been
the norm, and it provided more
convenient access to internal
parts and more efficient use of
space than the earlier chassisdeck-slipped-into-a-box approach. During subsequent
years, the basic concept was
adopted by a number of other
manufacturers, attesting to the
wide acceptance of this approach to enclosure design.
Changing Requirements
As time went on, however, continuing changes in
the nature of electronic instrumentation created new
needs in enclosure systems. Foremost among these
was the need for even better accessibility to internal
parts as circuits were packed in more densely. Not
only was access needed from the top and bottom, as
provided by the 1961 enclosure system, but from the
sides, front and back as well.
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Front-panel space was growing scarce.As more capability was concentrated in smaller spaces,the area
for mounting a growing number of controls, displays
and nomenclature shrank, so it became more and
more difficult to arrange controls for convenient
operation.
Radiated electrical interference was also becoming
a significant problem. As the transition times of digital
signals were shortened to the nanosecond region,
instruments were radiating a greater amount of highfrequency energy, creating potential problems for
users operating sensitive instruments in close proximity.
Cracks between a top cover and
a front panel or along the edges
of plug-ins provided leakage
paths for RF energy, requiring
expensive metal gasketing to
keep the radiation confined to
the inside of the instrument.
At the same time there was a
growing need for a small universal enclosure design. As the
circuits within instruments
were miniaturized to an increasing degree, more and more instruments were
housed in enclosures that did not fill the standard
19-inch rack width. There were very few of these
smaller instruments when the 1961 cabinet was developed, so small instrument enclosures at that time
were designed for grouping in combining casesor in
rack adapter frames. These combining casesand rack
adapter frames, however, began to assume costly proportions as more of them were required to house the
increasing variety and number of small instruments,
and they did not make maximum use of space.

Fig.'1. SystemI cabinetsintroducedin 1961were designed
to allow the same instrument to be used either on the bench
or mounted in a rack. Plasticfeet fit over a cabinet below,
enabling instrumentsto be stacked convenientlyfor bench
use. Removal of the feet and installationof simple angleiron bracketsin the space provided enabled installation
of the
same instruments directly in a standard relay rack.

A Fresh Start
Clearly, there was a need for a new approach to
the kind of enclosure that instruments could be put
into, Because of numerous other problems that designers in HP's various divisions had been experiencing in anticipating customer needs-such as
the limited number of standard sizes that sometimes
caused an instrument to be larger than it really
needed to be-it was decided to bring together industrial designers from the major HP divisions to work as
a team designing a new enclosure system. In this way
it was anticipated that various customer requirements related to the packaging of a product would be
accommodated in the new design.
The basic design approach was to be "inside-out",
in which all the servicing, manufacturing, electrical
mechanical, and thermal needs would be met first,
after which the esthetics of the design would be
considered.
From this effort, a new cabinet system, known
within the company as System II, was developed. It
has greater strength but is lighter than the earlier
design, it provides better accessibility for servicing
and more versatility in configuration and it inherently provides significant attenuation of unwanted
RF energy.

strength as the older design did. It gives the designer
greater freedom in the product design.
The heart of the design is the front-panel frame, an
aluminum die casting that has integral pads for
mounting the side members, mounting holes for fastening the front panel, recesses for links that lock adjacent enclosures together, slots for plug-in latches,
and narrow channels for holding top, side, and bottom covers. In addition, mounting holes are provided for dividers that may be used for plug-in compartments or other front-panel subdivisions, either vertically or horizontally.
A key part of the design is the narrow channel for
mounting covers (Fig. 3). These U-shaped slots serve
as wave traps that reduce the radiation of (or susceptibility to) unwanted RF energy. As a further precaution, small ridges aligned in the direction of cover
insertion provide high-pressure points for establishing good electrical contact every inch or so. Only
RF energy at wavelengths much shorter than those of
concern can escape between these contact points.
Channels on the side covers provide the same kind of
RF seal along the sides, as does a similar arrangement
under the lip of the covers at the rear. The covers,
however, are each retained by a single captive screw,
enabling quick removal for servicing.
The sizes of other holes in the external envelope,
such as those needed for mounting the feet, were reduced to practical minimums. The overall RF attenuation achieved by these measures is indicated in
the graphs of Fig. 4.
The plastic feet are compatible with the earlier

Fig. 2. Frame of the new enclosure syslem. Countersunk
holes are for mountinginternal parts that have captive nuts.
Threadedholes are for attachmentof externalparfs,such as
handles, rack-mount brackets, and other /asfeners. S/ols
along the bottom inner edge of the front frame are receptacles
for latches that retainplug-ins.

Multipurpose Framework
The framework of the new enclosure is shown
in Fig. 2. This frame is rigid by itself and does not depend on decking, front and rear panels, or covers for
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cabinet design so there is no problem when products
in the new enclosure are stacked with those in the
earlier style cabinet. Positive instrument location is
provided for the plastic feet and the tilt-up bails. Both
front and rear feet accept the tilt-up bails so an instrument can be tilted up at the rear to give it a more
stance when it is placed
convenient "tilt-down"
above eye level.
MaximizedPanel Area
Unlike the earlier design, the front-panel frame
uses all the available area in full multiples of vertical
EIA/IEC increments (multiples of t% inches). The earlier design allowed vertical space for accommodating
rack shelving, so a filler strip was added to fill in the
resulting gaps when instruments were rack
mounted. In the new design, the front-panel frame
overhangs the lower side members, completely fill-

Fig. 3, Fear vrew of the front-panelframe shows the RFItrap channelsinto which the top, side and bottom coversare
inserted. Ridges provide high-pressurecontact points for
limitingthe wavelengthof RF energy that may leak out.

Room Noise, Brushea,
Motors. Etc.

lnterference:

Broadband
Nolse

Numerlc
Indlcators

I Above 1 GHz
I lnternal Shield
Required

HP Systemll StandardCabinet
(With Added Shielding)

HP System ll StandardCabinet
+30
E
It

o
6

HP System ll Plastic Cabinel
(With Added Shielding)

o

HP System I StandardCabinel

o

.2
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.6
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1.O 10 20
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Fig.4, AttenuatronofRFenergyachievedbythenewenclosuredesign,Thevaluesrepresented
are conservative,actualmeasurementsmade witha bare enclosurebeing 10-15 dB greater.The
performanceactualtyachievedby any given instrument,however,depends on such maltersas
the shapeand stze of holescut tnto the panels, on whethermetal or plasticcontrolshaff-"are
used, and on the signalspresent on open connectors.
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Fig.5. New cabinetdesign
maximizes the available frontpanel area for uncrowded control
lay-out.

joined by die-cast side struts, leaving plenty of open
space for accessibility to internal components (Fig. 6).
The four struts are identical, and the same type is
used for all cabinets regardless of height or width.
Thus it is economical to manufacture the struts in five
lengths, giving a wide assortment of available cabinet
sizes. Also, since all the main structural members
are die cast, the dimensional tolerances are tighter
than is possible with sheet metal, making parts replacement easier.
All screws used in the cabinet assembly are of the
self-locking type with an inserted plastic patch on the
threads, per MIL-F-1824OC, that prevents the screw
from working loose when subject to vibration. As a
result, the assembly is much more rigid than would
have been possible usine lock washers.

ing the allotted rack space while still allowing room
for the rack shelves.
The front panel mounts to the framework with
screws that are accessiblefrom the outside. The panel
may therefore be designed for removal, thus providing access to panel-mounted components without requiring the disassembly of any other part of
the instrument. The system thus has the potential
for reducing service time significantly.
Because the front panel does not serve as a structural member, it does not need rounded edges for
strength, thus increasing the amount of usable
panel space (Fig. 5). This reduces the crowding of
controls so instruments can be easier to operate.
The rear panel also mounts in a die-cast frame, simplifying its removal. Front- and rear-panel frames are

F i g . 6 . N e w e n c l o s u r em a k e s
maximum use of intertor space.
Circuits are accessible for trouble-shootingfrom the top, bottom
and sldes.
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Easier Carrying
Front-panel handles, now an optional item, cant
outwards. This has two benefits. Access to controls
along the edge of the front panel is improved, and
when the instrument is carried by the handle, the
angle is the proper one for the hand (Fig. 7)' The
handle was also reshaped to provide a more comfortable fit to the hand. The optional rack-mounting
brackets may be installed with or without the handles
in place.
A bail handle is available for the smaller instruments (see Fig. 6). The side handle, which is fitted
to the top cover of submodules, is a long strap. This
provides more freedom in finding a balance point.
The cover panels used with the strap handles have a
shallow depression for the strap. This performs an
alternate function by providing a place for mounting
rack slides.

Fig. 8. Sma//erinstruments either singly or in groups, fit
standard EIA rack dlmenslonswith the addition of simple
extenslons.

Modular Submodules
The smaller enclosures in the new system are dimensioned to be exact submultiples of the standard
rack width design. Rack mounting adapters are therefore not required for the smaller instruments-a simple extender to reach full rack width is all that is
needed [Fig. B).
Instruments can be fastened together horizontally
and vertically with simple links (Fig. 9). Because the
submodules are dimensioned as part of the total system, standard full width and full height cover panels
and handles can be used where smaller instruments

are to be combined more or less permanently in a
grouped arrangement.
Where instruments are to be grouped temporarily,
links that allow quick assembly and separation (Fig.
10) can be installed by using threaded holes already
provided in the framework.
EnvironmentallyEvaluated
The thermal characteristics of the new cabinet design have been thoroughly evaluated and guidelines supplied to HP instrument designers to aid in
maintaining heat rise within conservative limits,
thus obtaining improved reliability and assuring

I

Fig.9. lnstrumentframes are ltnked together with unversal
brackets that can be used for either horizontalor vertical
instrumentgroupings.Linked frames can be fitted with full'
size covers and handles to make a stngle,unifiedpackage.

Fig.7. Cantedhandle provides a more comfortablegrip for
carrying an instrument.
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longer product life. The cabinet design is in compliance
with various environmental and safety specifications
such as the Underwriters Laboratory proposed specification 1244, MIL-S-9O1 shock test, and MIL-STD
167 Type I vibration test, among others.
All in all we believe that we have arrived at a superior design that offers many benefits to the users of instruments packaged in this enclosure.
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Fig. 10. Temporarygroupingsof instrumentsare enabtedby
quick-disconnectlinksthat are fitted to the lower instrument
and insertlnto s/ols in the front-panelframe of the upper instrument. The rear ts retatned by straps that bolt to builtin
pads. The lrnksalso work with horizontalgroupings.
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